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ABSTRACT 
A method of inversion and a formula for the determinant are given for the 
Hessenberg-type block Toeplitz matrix [ Ai_j]y;lo, n = 1,2, , where Ai = 0 for all 
i < - q and A_, is a nonzero singular matrix. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Let q be a positive integer, and A+(z). 1 z 1 < E, be an analytic matrix 
function of order s x s. 
Let us expand the matrix function z-‘rA+(z) in a Laurent series in the 
punctured disk 0 < 1 .z 1 < E and construct a block Toeplitz matrix 
T,( 9) = [ Ai-j] LJ’o 
ofordernsxns,whereA,,i= -q,-9+1,. . , are the matrix coefficients 
0 
0 
A 
-_( 
A0 
n = 1,2,..., 
of the Laurent series of the matrix function .z-qA+( z). 
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Two cases are possible: det A_, # 0 or det A_, = 0. The first case is well 
known and much simpler [l-4]. 
In this paper we consider the second case: det A_, = 0, i.e., A+(O) is a 
nonzero singular matrix. Assume that det A+(z) + 0. It is clear that under 
this assumption [A+(z)]-’ is equal to .z-“3+(z), where m is a positive 
integer, and B+(Z) = ~~ZO ziBi is an analytic matrix function in a disk 
) z ) < Z < E. Further, we construct formulae for [I’,( 9)] - ’ and det T,( 9). 
These formulae give expression [T,( 9)]- ’ (det T,[q]) in terms of the inverse 
(determinant) of a matrix of fixed order (q + m)s x (q + m)s. 
Let Lk_r. k = 1,2,. . . , 
degree at most k - 1: 
Lk-1 = 
be a space of s-dimensional vector polynomials of 
I k-l \ 
c z’cP(‘), where +ci) E C” . 
i=O I 
By p&r, k = 1,2,. . . , we denote a natural projector onto Lk_l acting in the 
space of the s-dimensional vector functions analytic in the punctured disk 
0 < 1 z 1 < F according to the rule 
Under the natural isomorphism { +(i)}&r o xr:i ~‘a(‘) the matrix T,( 9) 
corresponds to the operator Pn_l z -~A’(z)P,_~ acting in the space L,_,. 
Therefore we shall identify in the sequel the matrix T’(9) with the operator 
P,_,z-“A+(z)P,_,. 
1. INVERSE MATRIX 
Consider the following system of homogeneous linear equations: 
P y-15 --m-v+( z)*q_l( z) + Pq_lZq-mHm_l( z) = 0, 
Pm-$+( +I&,( z) = 0, 
Pm_lA+( z)H,,_~( z) = 0, 
where \k,_,( z), H,_,(z) are s-dimensional vector polynomials of 
most 9 - 1, m - 1, respectively. 
(1.1) 
(l-2) 
(1.3) 
degree at 
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THEOREM 1.1. For all n 2 max{ 1, m - 9}. det T,,( 9) is equal to zero if 
and only if the system (l.l)-(1.3) has a nontriuial solution. 
Proof. Let det T,( 9) = 0. Then there exists a vector polynomial a,_ 1(z) 
(+ 0) of degree at most n - 1 such that 
P,_@‘A+( ~)a,_~( z) = 0. 
This equality is equivalent to 
A+( z)@‘,_r( z) = ‘+(z) + ~~+~a+( z), (I.41 
where ‘ky_ r( z) is a vector polynomial of degree at most 9 - 1 and a’(z) is a 
vector function analytic in the disk ( .z 1 < ?. Multiplying (1.4) by Z-“%+(Z), 
we get 
*“-r(z) = Z-Y?+(Z)~&) + z”‘“-“B’(z)*+(z). (1.5) 
Therefore P,_,B+(z)*‘,_,(z) = 0. 
Let H,_,(z) = P,,_,B+(z)++(z) and H+(z) = ~-~[B+(z)++(z) - 
H,_ r( z)]. Then P,_~A+(z)H,,_~(z) = Pm_IA+(z)Pm_IB+(z)~+(z) = 
P,_,A+(z)B+(z)++(z) = Pm_1z”9+(z) = 0, and from (1.5) 
z-“*‘,_J z) = z -“-mB+( z)\k,_,(z) + z~-“W~_~( z) + zW+( z), (1.6) 
P y-12 --n--mg+( z)Q( 2) + Pq_IZq-mHm_l( 2) = 0. (1.7) 
Note that 1 \k,_,( z) 1 + ( H,,_ I( z) ) f 0, since otherwise from (1.6) we 
obtain +,-r(z) = 0. 
The reverse statement can be proved analogously. R 
We now show that the nonsquare system (l.l)-(1.3) of order (9 + 2 m)s 
x (9 + m)s is equivalent to a square system of order (9 + m)s. 
LEMMA. Ker P,,_lA+(z)Pm_,(L,_, -+ I+_,) = 
Im Pm-lB+(z)Pm_,(L,_, + I+_,). 
Proof. If H,_,(z)EKer Pm_,A+P,,_I then 
A+(z)H,&) = z”‘H+(z), 
H,,_+)=B+(z)H+(z) = B+(z)[~?~_+) +zmfi+(z)], 
Hm_l( z) = P,_lB+( z)fi,,,-I( 2)’ 
i.e. H,,_,(z) EIm P,_iB+( z)P,_r. 
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If F,_,(z)EIm P,_,B+(z)P,_, then 
B’( z)y_J z) = F,_,(z) + ZT+(z), 
z’V,,& z) = A+( z)F,_~( z) + zmA+( z)F+( z), 
P,,_,A+( z)F,,_,( z) = 0, i.e. F,,_,(z) EKerP,,_rA+( z)P,_r. 4 
Let P: L,_, -+ Im P,_, B+(z)P,_, be a projector mapping L,_, onto 
the image of the operator P,_ r B+( z) P,,_ 1, and let WY, ,,,( n) be the following 
(4 + m)s-dimensional operator acting in space L,_ i e L,_ r: 
Pq_,z"-"Pm_l 
i Q ’ 
where Q = I - P. 
In view of the lemma, it is not difkult to show that the system (1.2)-(1.3) 
is equivalent to the following equation: 
P,,_$+( +I$_,( z) + QH,,_, = 0. (1.8) 
Indeed, since Im P,_lB+(z)P,_, c Im P,_,B+(z)P,_,, it follows that (1.8) 
is equivalent to the system 
P,_,B+( zp&( z) = 0, 
Q&r_, = 0, 
and the equation QH,_ 1 = 0 is equivalent by the lemma to the equation 
P,_,A+(z)H,_,(z) = 0. Th us, we arrive at the following statement: 
THEOREM 1.2. The matrix T,(q) is invertible if and only if the operator 
Wg ,( n) is invertible. 
COROLLARY 1. lfm > q and Im P,_,B+(z)P,_, # Im P,_lB+(z)P,_l, 
then det T,(q) = 0 for all n > m - 9. 
Proof. Let F, _ r( z) be a vector polynomial in the image of the operator 
P,,,_lB+(z)P,,_l and not in the image of the operator P,,_LB+(~)Pq_l. It is 
obvious that the equation W,,,,(~Z){*~_,. H,,,_,} = (0, F,_l}, n 2 m - q, 
fails to be solvable. Consequently, det T,(q) = 0. a 
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COROLLARY 2. If m > q and Ker Pm_lA+(~)Pm_q_, # {0}, then 
det T,(q) = 0 for all n > m - 9. 
Proof. Let H,_,_,(z)EKerP,_,A+(z)P,_,_,. Then {0, H,,-,-l(z)] E 
Ker WY, ,J n) for all 12 > m - 9. n 
Note that the two conditions Im P,_,B+(z)P,_, # Im P,_lB+(z)P,,_l 
and Ker P,,_,A+(z)P,,_,_, f (0) are independent, i.e., one does not follow 
from the other. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let n 2 max{l, m - 9}, det Z’,(q) # 0, and F,_,(z) be an 
arbitrary vector polynomial of degree at most n - 1. Then [T,( 9)] - IF,_ 1 = 
P,_l{z-“B+(z)\k,_,(.z) + z”+Y-~H~_~(z) + .zq-“B+(z)F,_,(z)}, where the 
pair of polynomials {‘k,_ 1( z), H,,_ 1( z)} is a solution of the foUowing system: 
Proof. By Theorem 1.2 the operator W,, ,J n) is invertible. Hence there 
exists a pair of polynomials { qq:- 1( z), H,,_ 1( z)} such that 
+ Pq_lz- “+q-“%+( z)F,_, = 0, 
P,_$+( z)*~_,+ P,,_&‘B+( z)F,_, = 0, 
P,_,A+( z)H,_l = 0. 
(1.10) 
(1.11) 
(1.12) 
From (l.lO), (1.11) it follows that 
.z -n-mB+( z)\k,_, + z~-~H~_~ + Z-“+Y-“%+( z)F,_~ 
=Z -“a n-l + zq9+, (1.13) 
where @,_l( z) is some vector polynomial of degree at most n - 1 and a’(z) 
is some vector function analytic in the disk ( z 1 < 2. Consequently, 
P”4{ 2 -“%+( +& + z”+~-~H~_~ + z4-“%+( z)F,_~} = a”_,. 
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z-“‘k,_l + z “-‘“A+( z)H,,_~ + F,_, 
=z -“A+( z)+,+~ + z”A+( z)++. (1.14) 
From (1.12) it follows that P,_,z”-“A+(z)H,_,(z) = 0. Hence, from (1.14), 
we have P,,_Iz-qA’(z)@p,_I(z) = F,_,(z). W 
2. DETERMINANT, m < q CASE 
By C we denote the following (m + 1) s-dimensional operator acting in the 
space L,: 
where B,, i = 0, . . . , m, are the matrix coeffkients of the Taylor series of the 
matrix function B+( 2). 
THEOREM 2.1. The operator C is invertible. 
Proof. For an arbitrary (m + l)s-dimensional vector {*‘o, G,, . . . , G,_ 1}, 
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where G = {Go,. . . ,Gm-,}, $pl(z) = C::l z i-l@i. Therefore, if { ao, G} E 
Ker C, then 
0 = C{ao,G} = 1; .“I 1; ;j[;?}+[g. VI 
Consequently, Q{ CL<’ ziGi} = 0. Since 
it follows from (2.1), (2.2) that 9, = 0 and P{ Cy=i’ ziGi} = 
P,_,B+(z)@,_,(z) = 0. Thus, Ker C = {O}. n 
THEOREM 2.2. Zf q > m, then the operator Wg, JO) is invertible. 
Proof. Let {‘%q_1(z), H,_,(z)} EKer W,,,(O). Then 
P y-IZ -V+( zp_J z)+ z~-“ZZm_I( z) = 0, 
Pm-$+( z)$J 2) = 0, 
P,_,A+( z)ZZ,,_~( z) = 0. 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
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From (2.3) (2.4) it follows that 
z-73+( z)\k,_,( z) + z~-w,~,_,( z) = zw+( z), 
%-l(Z) + z -A+(z)H,,_~(z) = d'A+(z)H+(z), 
where H+(z), ( z 1 < E’, is an analytic matrix function. Taking into account 
(2.5) we obtain that qq_,(z) = 0 and H,,,_,(z) = 0. Therefore, Ker 
WY, m(O) = (01. n 
THEOREM 2.3. Ifyarn, thenforalln>l 
detT,,(q) = (-1) (m+Y)ns[det C] Pn[det W,,m(0)] -‘det W,,m( n). (2.6) 
Proof. Let us assume the validity of the condition 
n” det T,(9) # 0. 
k=l 
(2.7) 
Note that if (2.7) is not valid, then the matrix function A+(z) may be replaced 
by the matrix function AT(z) = A+(z) + Xzql = A+(z)[l + Xzq-“‘B+(Z)], 
where X is a sufficiently small number. It is obvious that Im P,_,Bc( z) 
P,,,_i = P,_,B+(z) P,,_l. Hence, by a proper choice of h, it is always possible 
to have the condition (2.7) fulfilled. Th en we can make use of the fact that the 
determinants in (2.6) are continuous functions of X. 
Let us partition the matrix [Tk(9)]-‘, k = 1,2, . . . , n, into blocks of order 
s x s. Let L(jkd be the block located in the upper left corner of the matrix 
[ Tk( 9)] - i. Then by the theorem on minors of the inverse matrix [6], 
det L($ = [det Tk(9)]-idet T,_,(9), k= 1,2 ,..., n, (2.8) 
where Z’,(q) = 1. 
Consider the equation 
[Tk(q)]*k-1 = pk_lZ-qA+(Z)+k_l(~) =F(O), (2.9) 
where F(O) is an arbitrary s-dimensional vector. It is obvious that @i”?i = 
@k_1(0) = Lbk,iF(‘). On the other hand, by Theorem 1.3 
+io!1 = P,z-"B+( z)[ !Pq_,( z) -t- zqF(')], (2.10) 
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where the vector polynomial \k,_,( z) can he obtained from the system (1.9) in 
which n = k, F,,_,(z) = F co) Combining this system with (2.10), we get for . 
determining @ho? 1 the following system: 
P g-lZ +V+( z)[ qq_l( z) + zqF(‘)] + z~-‘W,,_~( z) = 0, (2.11) 
P,B+(z)[~~_,(~)+~~F(~)]+QH,,_, - z’W~~?~ = 0. (2.12) 
From (2.11)-(2.12), according to Theorem 4 from [5], we have 
det L$d = (-l)““[detWq,,(k)]-l 
1 (Y + 1)s Ins 
x det 
= (-l)*‘[det Wq,,(k)]-‘det 
Pq_l~-k-mB+Pq + 
\ 
I 0 0 
xdet 0 
L$+P,-I Q 
= (-1) (m+“)SdetC[detWq,,((k)]-ldetWq,.,(k- 1). 
Combining this with (2.8), we get 
[det Tk( 9)] -1det Tk-I( 9) 
= (_ q”+q)” detC[detW,,,(k)]-‘detW,,,(k - 1). (2.13) 
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Substituting 1, . . . , n for k in (2.13) and multiplying the equalities obtained, 
we finally have 
detT,,(y) = (-1) (m+Y)ns[det C] -“[det W,,m(0)] -‘det W,,,,(n). n 
3. DETERMINANT, m > 9 CASE 
THEOREM 3.1. Ifm>q,thenforalln~m-q 
&t ‘j”(q) = (- l)(nsm)(m-“)s [detC]-(“-“+“)[det Wm,m(0)]-ldet W,,m(n). 
(34 
Proof. If det T,(q) = 0, then by Theorem 1.2, det WY,,(n) = 0. 
Consequently, the formula (3.1) is valid. 
Let det T,(9) # 0. Without loss of generality, we assume that det 
T n-tn+q(m) + 0. 
Note that, just as above, det To(m) = 1. 
Let us partition the matrix [T,(q)]- ’ into blocks of order s x s. Let L be 
the block matrix of order (m - q)s x (m - q)s located in the lower left 
corner of the matrix [ T,( 9)] - ‘. Th en, by the theorem on minors of the inverse 
matrix [6], 
det L= (-1) (“-m+y)(m-y)s[det T,(q)] -’ det T,_,+,(m). (3.2) 
Consider the equation 
n-1 WI-q-1 
LTn(q)]@-l = P,-lz-‘A+( z) igo ,~‘a(‘) = ,g ziF(i), 
where F(‘), i = 0, . . . , m - 9 - 1, are arbitrary s-dimensional vectors. It is 
obvi;;st;~~~h~~)~a=n,,, ,,,YT;e”,‘,f):“;E;q- ‘. 
. > 
n-1 
c Zi-n+m-q*(i) 
i=n-m+q 
= ~__l( .-“‘B’(z)[ \k,_,(z) + mQ+.F(i)] + H,_,(I)]. (3.3) 
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where the vector polynomials \k, _ 1(z), H, _ 1(z) are determined from (1.9) in 
which F,_,(z) E Cy=!q-’ z’F(‘). Combining (1.9) with (3.3), we obtain for 
determining { *(‘)}v: ‘_ t n m+y the following system: 
m-q-l 
c 
i=O 
n-1 
- c zi-n+m-Y+(i) = 0, (3.4) 
i=n-m+4 
m-q-l 
c Zi+T(i) 
II 
+ QH,_, = 0. 
i=O 
(3.5) 
From (3.4)-(3.5), according to Theorem 4 from [5], we have 
det L = ( - l)yim-y)r[ det W,,,(n)]-‘det Wm,n,(n - m + 9). (3.6) 
Combining (3.6) with (3.2), we get 
detT,(q)= (-I) (“-m)(m-y)s det T,,_,+,(m) 
x[det W,,,(n - m + q)]-ldet Wq,m(n). (3.7) 
Substituting m for 9 and n - m + 9 for n in (2.6) and using the expression 
obtained for det T,_,+,(m), we derive 
det T,(9) = (- l)(n-m)(m-q)s[det C] -“+m-Y[det Wm,m(0)]-l det Wq,m( n). 
n 
REMARK. Analogous results can be stated also for the quusi-upper- 
triangular block Toeplitz matrix. 
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